Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
Alabama
ALA. CODE §§ 30-5-6 &
30-5-7

Alaska
ALASKA STAT. § 18.66.100

Arizona
ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 133602

Arkansas
ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-15205

California
CAL. FAM. CODE § 63006306, 6320

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard

Actual or attempted assault, sexual abuse, stalking, unlawful
imprisonment, criminal coercion, harassment, reckless endangerment,
child abuse, kidnapping, menacing, theft, trespass between
family/household members; anything else that can be punished as
crime toward protected class.
ALA. CODE § 30-5-2(a)(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
ALA. CODE § 30-5-6(a)

“ …the plaintiff shall prove the allegation of abuse by a preponderance
of the Evidence”
ALA. CODE § 30-5-6(a)

Assault, stalking, reckless endangerment, harassment, terroristic
threatening, interference with a report of DV, arson or criminally
negligent burning, criminal mischief, kidnapping, custodial
interference, human trafficking, sexual offenses, burglary & criminal
trespass, robbery, extortion and coercion, violating a protective order,
murder.
ALASKA STAT. §18.66.990(3)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
ALASKA STAT. §
18.66.100(b)

“If the court finds by a preponderance of evidence that the respondent
has committed a crime involving domestic violence against the
petitioner, regardless of whether the respondent appears at the
hearing, the court may order any relief available under (c) of this
section.”
ALASKA STAT. § 18.66.100(b)

Physical assault, threatening words or conduct, intimidation,
harassment by phone or in person, stalking, endangerment, unlawful
imprisonment, kidnapping, criminal trespass, criminal damage,
disobeying a court order, custodial interference, abuse to a vulnerable
adult or child, certain crimes against children, and/or disorderly
conduct (fighting, reckless displays of a dangerous instrument,
abusive language), and eavesdropping. ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 13-3601(A)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Cause”
ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 133602 (E)

“The court shall issue an order of protection under subsection G of this
section if the court determines that there is reasonable cause to believe
any of the following: 1. The defendant may commit an act of domestic
violence. 2. The defendant has committed an act of domestic violence
within the past year or within a longer period of time if the court finds
that good cause exists to consider a longer period.”
ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 13-3602(E)

Physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or the infliction of fear of
imminent physical harm, bodily injury, or assault between family or
household members; or any sexual conduct between family or
household members, whether minors or adults, that constitutes a
crime.
ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-15-103(3)(A)-(B)

“Sufficient Evidence”
ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-15206(a)

If “the circuit court finds sufficient evidence to support the petition, the
court shall grant a temporary order of protection pending a full hearing.”
ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-15-206(a)

Courts May Interpret as
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”

“[w]e are guided by the principle that the quantum of proof generally
required in civil cases is that of preponderance of the Evidence”
Collins v. Collins, 347 Ark. 240, 245, 61 S.W.3d 818, 822 (2001)

Actual or threatened: physical injuries, sexual assault, attacking,
striking or battering; molesting; harassing; stalking; harassing or
stalking phone calls, destroying prop., disturb peace of victim or
victim’s family members, includes physical, sexual, verbal, written
abuse, CAL. FAM. CODE § 6320

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Proof” or
“Good Cause”
CAL. FAM. CODE §§ 6300
& 6320

“An order may be issued…if an affidavit or, if necessary, an affidavit
and any additional information provided to the court pursuant to
Section 6306, shows, to the satisfaction of the court, reasonable proof
of a past act or acts of abuse.”
CAL. FAM. CODE § 6300
“The court may issue an issue an ex parte order…and, in the discretion
of the court, on a showing of good cause, of other named family or
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Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
household members.”
CAL. FAM. CODE § 6320

Colorado
COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-14102

Violence or threat of violence against you (and children under 18).
COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-14-101(2)
“’Protection order’ means any order that prohibits the restrained
person from contacting, harassing, injuring, intimidating, molesting,
threatening, or touching any protected person, or from entering or
remaining on premises, or from coming within a specified distance of
a protected person or premises or any other provision to protect the
protected person from imminent danger to life or health that is issued
by a court of this state or a municipal court….”
COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-14-101(2.4)(a)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Sufficient Cause”
COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 1314-102(4), -102(5) & 102(9)(a)

“Not limited to physical threats of violence and harm but includes
financial control, document control, property control, and other types
of control that make a victim more likely to return to an abuser due to
fear of retaliation or inability to meet basic needs…” COLO. REV. STAT.
§ 13-14-102(1)(B)(I)

Connecticut
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN.
§§ 46b-15 & 46b(e)

Delaware
DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10, §§
1044 & 1045

“A temporary civil protection order may be issued if the issuing judge or
magistrate finds that an imminent danger exists to the person or
persons seeking protection under the civil protection order…”
COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 13-14-102(4)(a) – (b)
“Upon the filing of a complaint duly verified, alleging that the defendant
has committed acts that would constitute grounds for a civil protection
order, any judge or magistrate, after hearing the evidence and being
fully satisfied therein that sufficient cause exists, may issue a
temporary civil protection order…”
COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-14-102(5)
“If upon such examination [of the record and evidence] the judge or
magistrate is of the opinion that the defendant has committed acts
constituting grounds for issuance of a civil protection order and that
unless restrained will continue to commit such acts, the judge or
magistrate shall order the temporary civil protection order to be made
permanent or order a permanent civil protection order with different
provision from the temporary civil protection order.”
COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-14-102(9)(a)

Continuous threat of present physical pain or physical injury.
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 46b-15(a)

Discretion of the Court
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN.
§ 46b-15(b)

“The court, in its discretion, may make such orders as it deems
appropriate for the protection of the applicant and such dependent
children or other persons as the court sees fit.… If an applicant alleges
an immediate and present physical danger to the applicant, the court
may issue an ex parte order granting such relief as it deems
appropriate.”
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 46b-15(b)

Intentionally or recklessly: causing or attempting to cause physical
injury or a sexual offense; placing or attempting to place another in
reasonable apprehension of physical injury or sexual offense to such
person or another; damaging, destroying or taking the tangible
property of another person; Engaging in a course of alarming or
distressing conduct in a manner which is likely to cause fear or
emotional distress or to provoke a violent or disorderly response;
Trespassing; Child abuse; Unlawful imprisonment, kidnapping,

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10,
§ 1044(b), 1045(c)

“If the Court finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the alleged
domestic violence has occurred, or if the respondent consents to entry
of a protective order, the Court shall grant any appropriate relief,
including, but not limited to, the relief set forth in § 1045 of this title.”
DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10, §1044(b)
“Orders may be extended only after the Court finds by a
preponderance of the evidence that domestic violence has occurred
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Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

interference with custody and coercion; or Any other conduct which a
reasonable person under the circumstances would find threatening or
harmful.
DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10, § 1041

District of
Columbia
D.C. CODE ANN. §§ 161001 – 16-1005

[A] n intrafamily offense that result[s] in physical injury, including
physical pain or illness, . . . [or] that cause[s] or was intended to cause
reasonable fear of imminent serious physical injury or death.
D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-1031(a)

FLA. STAT. ANN. § 741.30

Any assault, aggravated assault, battery, aggravated battery, sexual
assault, sexual battery, stalking, aggravated stalking, kidnapping,
false imprisonment, or any criminal offense resulting in physical injury
or death of one family or household member by another family or
household member.
FLA. STAT. ANN. § 741.28(2)

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
since the entry of the order, a violation of the order has occurred, if the
respondent consents to the extension of the order or for good cause
shown.”
DEL. CODE ANN. TIT. 10, §1045(c)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
D.C. CODE ANN. § 161005(c)

“If, after hearing, the judicial officer finds that there is good cause to
believe the respondent has committed or threatened to commit a
criminal offense against the petitioner, the judicial officer may issue a
protection order...”
D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-1005(c)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
D.C. CODE ANN. § 161005(c-1)
(WHEN AWARDING

“…if the judicial officer finds by a preponderance of evidence that a
contestant for custody has committed an intrafamily offense, any
determination that custody or visitation is to be granted to the abusive
parent shall be supported by a written statement by the judicial officer
specifying factors and findings which support that determination.
D.C. CODE ANN. § 16-1005(c-1)

TEMPORARY CUSTODY OF
MINORS AND VISITATION
RIGHTS).

Florida

6/2009

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Cause”
FLA. STAT. ANN. §§
741.30(5)(a), (5)(c),
(6)(a)
But see case law, at
right.

“When it appears to the court that an immediate and present danger of
domestic violence exists, the court may grant a temporary injunction ex
parte, pending a full hearing, and may grant such relief as the court
deems proper…. Upon notice and hearing, when it appears to the court
that the petitioner is either the victim of domestic violence as defined by
s. 741.28 or has reasonable cause to believe he or she is in imminent
danger of becoming a victim of domestic violence, the court may grant
such relief as the court deems proper….”
FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 741.30(5)(a), (5)(c), (6)(a)
Rey v. Perez-Gurri, 662 So.2d 1328 (1995) states that petitioner is
merely required to demonstrate “reasonable cause” to believe that he
or she is about to become a victim of domestic violence.
nd

Kopelovich v. Kopelovich 793 So.2d 31 (2 DCA 2001) states that the
evidence must be “strong and clear”.
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CPO Statute
Georgia
GA. CODE ANN. § 19-13-3

Hawaii
HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. §
586-3

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard

Domestic violence which is referred to as family violence, is the
occurrence of acts between past/present spouses; parents of the
same child; (step)parents and (step)children; foster parents and foster
children; or other persons living or formerly living in the same
household. These acts include: criminal trespass, battery, simple
battery, simple assault, assault, stalking, criminal damage to property,
unlawful restraint, other felonies.
GA. CODE ANN. § 19-13-1

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
GA. CODE ANN. § 19-133(c)

“[A] hearing shall be held at which the petitioner must prove the
allegations of the petition by a preponderance of the evidence as in
other civil cases.”
GA. CODE ANN. § 19-13-3(c)

"Domestic abuse" includes occurrence of one or more of acts of
physical harm, bodily injury, assault, the threat of imminent physical
harm, bodily injury or assault, extreme psychological abuse, malicious
property damage between family/household members, child abuse, or
sexual assault.
HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 586-1

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. §
586-5.5

“If, after hearing all relevant evidence, the court finds that the
respondent has failed to show cause why the order should not be
continued and that a protective order is necessary to prevent domestic
abuse or a recurrence of abuse, the court may order that a protective
order be issued for a further fixed reasonable period as the court
deems appropriate.”
HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 586-5.5(a)
“A protective order may be extended for such further fixed reasonable
period as the court deems appropriate….In making a determination,
the court shall consider evidence of abuse and threats of abuse that
occurred prior to the initial restraining order and whether good cause
exists to extend the protective order.”
HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 586-5.5(b)

Idaho
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 396304

Physical injury, sexual abuse, forced imprisonment, threatening to
commit any of these acts.
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 39-6303(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 396306(1)

“Upon a showing that there is an immediate and present danger of
domestic violence to the petitioner the court may, if requested, order for
a period not to exceed one (1) year that...”
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 39-6306(1)
”… an order obtained pursuant to this chapter may, upon motion and
upon good cause shown, continue for an appropriate time period as
directed by the court or be made permanent if the requirements of this
chapter are met….”
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 39-6306(5)

Illinois
725 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN.
5/112A-2

Physical abuse, harassment, intimidation of a dependent, interference
with personal liberty or willful deprivation but does not include
reasonable direction of a minor by a parent or person in loco parentis.
750 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 60/103(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
725 ILL. COMP. STAT.
ANN. 5/112A-6(a)

“Any proceeding to obtain, modify, reopen or appeal an order of
protection, whether commenced alone or in conjunction with a civil or
criminal proceeding, shall be governed by the rules of civil procedure of
this State. The standard of proof in such a proceeding is proof by a
preponderance of the evidence, whether the proceeding is heard in
criminal or civil court.”
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Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
725 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/112A-6(a)

Indiana
IND. CODE ANN. §§ 34-265-2 & 34-26-5-9

Iowa
IOWA CODE §§ 236.2 &
708.1

Attempting to cause, threatening to cause, or causing physical harm
to another family or household member, placing another in fear of
serious physical harm, causing a family or household member to
involuntarily engage in sexual activity by force, threat of force or
duress, intent to perform or any actual sexual offense, intent to or
actual stalking, and injuring or killing animal with the intent to terrorize
household or family member.
IND. CODE ANN. § 34-6-2-34.5

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
IND. CODE ANN. § 34-265-9(f)

“A finding that domestic or family violence has occurred sufficient to
justify the issuance of an order under this section means that a
respondent represents a credible threat to the safety of a petitioner or a
member of a petitioner's household. Upon a showing of domestic or
family violence by a preponderance of the evidence, the court shall
grant relief necessary to bring about a cessation of the violence or the
threat of violence. ”
IND. CODE ANN. § 34-26-5-9(f)

Assault of family or household member, unwanted sexual activity,
threatening to or causing physical pain or injury (which is insulting or
offensive), pointing or firing a gun. IOWA CODE §§ 236.2(2) & 708.1

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
IOWA CODE §§ 236.4

“The court may enter any temporary order it deems necessary to
protect the plaintiff from domestic abuse prior to the hearing, upon
good cause shown in an ex parte proceeding. Present danger of
domestic abuse to the plaintiff constitutes good cause for purposes of
this subsection.”
IOWA CODE §§ 236.4

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
IOWA CODE §§ 236.3
(FOR ADULTS ON BEHALF
OF AN UNEMANCIPATED
MINOR)

Kansas
KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-3104

Intentionally attempting to cause bodily injury, or intentionally or
recklessly causing bodily injury, intentionally placing, by physical
threat, another in fear of imminent bodily injury, engaging with a minor
under 16 years of age and who is not a spouse in sexual intercourse
or any lewd fondling or touching meant to arouse sexual desires in
either or both the minor and abuser. KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-3102(a)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 603106(b) & 60-3107(c)
(FOR EX PARTE ORDER)
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 603106(a)
(FOR FINAL ORDER)

“A temporary or emergency order shall be based on a showing of a
prima facie case of domestic abuse. If the factual basis for the alleged
domestic abuse is contested, the court shall issue a protective order
based upon a finding of domestic abuse by a preponderance of the
Evidence”
IOWA CODE §§ 236.3 (FOR ADULTS ON BEHALF OF AN UNEMANCIPATED
MINOR).

“Prior to the hearing on the petition and upon a finding of good cause
shown, the court on motion of a party may enter such temporary
relief…as it deems necessary to protect the plaintiff or minor children
from abuse. Temporary orders may be granted ex parte. Immediate
and present danger of abuse to the plaintiff or minor children shall
constitute good cause for purposes of this section. No temporary order
shall have the effect of modifying an existing order granting legal
custody, residency, visitation or parenting time unless there is sworn
testimony at a hearing to support a showing of good cause.”
KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 60-3106(b)
“Within 20 days of the filing of a petition under this act a hearing shall
be held at which the plaintiff must prove the allegation of abuse by a
preponderance of the evidence and the defendant shall have an
opportunity to present evidence on the defendant's behalf.”
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Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?
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Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 60-3106(a)

Kentucky
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §
403.725

Louisiana
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §
46:2134

Physical injury, serious physical injury, sexual abuse, assault, or the
infliction of fear of imminent physical injury or serious physical injury,
sexual abuse or assault between family members or members of an
unmarried couple.
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 403.720(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§
403.750

“[T]he court, if it finds from a preponderance of the evidence that an act
or acts of domestic violence and abuse have occurred and may again
occur, may…”
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 403.750(1)

Includes but is not limited to physical or sexual abuse, any offense
against the person as defined in the Criminal Code of Louisiana
(except negligent injury and defamation), including abuse and neglect
of adults.
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 46:2132(3)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §
46:2135(A)

“Upon good cause shown in an ex parte proceeding, the court may
enter a temporary restraining order, without bond, as it deems
necessary to protect from abuse the petitioner, any minor children, or
any person alleged to be an incompetent. Any person who shows
immediate and present danger of abuse shall constitute good cause for
purposes of this Subsection.”
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 46:2135(A)
“The court may grant any protective order or approve any consent
agreement to bring about a cessation of abuse of a party, any minor
children, or any person alleged to be incompetent, which relief may
include but is not limited to: (1) Granting the relief enumerated in R.S.
46:2135.”
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 46:2136(A)

Maine
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT.
19-A, § 4005

Maryland
MD. CODE ANN., FAM. LAW

Attempting to cause or causing bodily injury or offensive physical
contact, including sexual assaults, attempting to place or placing
another in fear of bodily injury through any course of conduct ,
including but not limited to threatening , harassing or tormenting
behavior, compelling a person by force, threat of force or intimidation
to engage in conduct from which the person has a right to abstain or
engage in, restricting someone's movements, threatening a crime of
violence that places the person in reasonable fear that the crime will
be committed, repeatedly and without reasonable cause , following a
person or being at or in the vicinity of the persons' home, school,
business, or place of employment. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT. 19-A, §
4002(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT.
19-A, § 4006(1)

“[A] hearing must be held at which the plaintiff must prove the
allegation of abuse by a preponderance of the evidence”
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. TIT. 19-A, § 4006(1)

An act that causes serious bodily harm, places a person eligible for
relief in fear of imminent serious bodily harm, assault in any degree,
rape or sexual offence , attempted rape or sexual offense in any

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Grounds.”

“If, after a hearing on a petition, whether ex parte or otherwise, a judge
finds that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a person eligible
for relief has been abused, the judge may enter a temporary protective
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§ 4-504

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)
degree, false imprisonment and stalking. MD. CODE ANN., FAM. LAW §
4-501(b)(1)

Evidentiary
Standard?
MD. CODE ANN., FAM.
LAW § 4-505(a)(1)
(FOR EX PARTE ORDER)
“Clear and Convincing”
MD. CODE ANN., FAM.
LAW
§ 4-506(C)(1)(ii)
(FOR FINAL ORDER)

Massachusetts
MASS. GEN. LAWS CH.
209A, § 3

Attempting to cause or causing physical harm, placing another in fear
of imminent serous physical harm, causing another to engage
involuntarily in sexual relations by force, threat or duress.
MASS. GEN. LAWS CH. 209A, § 1

Unspecified,
but see caselaw at right
suggesting
preponderance of the
evidence
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
MASS. GEN. LAWS CH.
209A, § 3(d) (CHILD
CUSTODY)

Michigan
MICH. COMP. LAWS SERV.
§ 600.2950

Minnesota
MINN. STAT. ANN. §
518B.01

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
order to protect any person eligible for relief from abuse.”
MD. CODE ANN., FAM. LAW § 4-505(a)(1)
“[I]f the judge finds by clear and convincing evidence that the alleged
abuse has occurred, or if the respondent consents to the entry of a
protective order, the judge may grant a final protective order to protect
any person eligible for relief from abuse.”
MD. CODE ANN., FAM. LAW § 4-506(c)(1)(ii)

Annotations to the Code state: "Although it is not expressly stated in
G.L. c. 209A, it follows from custom and practice in civil cases that a
G.L. c. 209A plaintiff must make a case for relief by a preponderance of
the evidence The circumstances of a G.L. c. 209A hearing do not
require that a higher burden of proof be met."
Frizado v. Frizado, 420 Mass. 592, 595, 651 N.E.2d 1206, 1210
(1995).
“[A]warding the plaintiff temporary custody of a minor child; provided,
however, that in any case brought in the probate and family court a
finding by such court by a preponderance of the evidence that a pattern
or serious incident of abuse, as defined in section 31A of chapter 208,
toward a parent or child has occurred shall create a rebuttable
presumption that it is not in the best interests of the child to be placed
in sole custody, shared legal custody or shared physical custody with
the abusive parent.”
Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 209A, § 3(d)

Entering into premises, assault, attacking, beating, molesting,
wounding, threatening to kill or physically injure a named individual;
unlawful removal of children from the custodial adult; purchasing or
possessing a firearm; interference with freedom; putting someone in
fear of physical harm; any other specific act/conduct imposing upon or
interfering with personal liberty or causes a reasonable fear of
violence.
MICH. COMP. LAWS SERV. § 600.2950(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Cause”
MICH. COMP. LAWS SERV.
§ 600.2950(4)

“The court shall issue a personal protection order under this section if
the court determines that there is reasonable cause to believe that the
individual to be restrained or enjoined may commit 1 or more of the
acts listed in subsection (1).”
MICH. COMP. LAWS SERV. § 600.2950(4)

Physical harm, bodily injury or assault; infliction of fear of imminent
physical harm, bodily injury, assault; terrorist threats; criminal sexual
conduct or interference with an emergency call.
MINN. STAT. ANN. § 518B.01, subd. (2)(a)

Unspecified,
but see caselaw at right
suggesting “sufficient
evidence”

“A district court's broad discretion in crafting and issuing orders for
protection has been consistently recognized by this court. This court
will reverse a district court's decision to issue an order for protection
under the Minnesota Domestic Abuse Act if it lacks sufficient
evidentiary support.”
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Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
McIntosh v. McIntosh, 740 N.W.2d 1 (Minn. Ct. App. 2007)

Mississippi
MISS. CODE ANN. § 93-217

Missouri
MO. REV. STAT. § 455.020

Montana
MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-15201

Occurrence of one or more of the following acts between family or
household members who reside together or who formerly resided
together or between current dating partners: attempting to cause or
intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causing bodily injury or serious
bodily injury with or without a deadly weapon, placing by physical
menace or threat, another person in fear of imminent serious bodily
injury, criminal sexual conduct against a minor, stalking, sexual
offenses, or cyber stalking.
MISS. CODE ANN. § 93-21-3(a)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
MISS. CODE ANN. § 9321-11(1)

“Within ten (10) days of filing a petition under the provisions of this
chapter, the court shall hold a hearing, at which time the petitioner
must prove the allegation of abuse by a preponderance of the
evidence”
MISS. CODE ANN. § 93-21-11(1)

Actual acts, attempts or threats of the following; assault, battery,
coercion, harassment (following someone in a public place or places,
peering in the window or lingering outside the residence of another),
sexual assault, unlawful imprisonment.
MO. REV. STAT. § 455.010(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
MO. REV. STAT. §
455.040(1)

“At the hearing, if the petitioner has proved the allegation of abuse or
stalking by a preponderance of the evidence, the court shall issue a full
order of protection for a time the court deems appropriate….”
MO. REV. STAT. § 455.040(1)

Assault, aggravated assault, intimidation, partner or family member
assault, criminal endangerment, negligent endangerment, assault on
a minor, assault with a weapon, unlawful restraint, kidnapping,
aggravated kidnapping, or arson.
MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-15-102(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
MONT. CODE ANN. § 4015-202(1)

“Upon a review of the petition and a finding that the petitioner is in
danger of harm if the court does not act immediately, the court shall
issue a temporary order of protection that grants the petitioner
appropriate relief.”
MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-15-201(2)
“At the hearing, the court shall determine whether good cause exists
for the temporary order of protection to be continued, amended, or
made permanent.”
MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-15-202(1)
“The court may, on the basis of the respondent’s history of violence,
the severity of the offense at issue, and the evidence presented at the
hearing, determine that to avoid further injury or harm, the petitioner
needs permanent protection. The court may order that the order of
protection remain in effect permanently.”
MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-15-204(1)
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
Nebraska
NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. §
42-924

Nevada
NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §
33.018

New Hampshire
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.
§173-B:3

New Jersey
N.J. STAT. ANN. §2C:25-29

New Mexico
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-13-3

6/2009

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard

Attempting to cause or intentionally and knowingly causing bodily
injury with or w/o a dangerous instrument; placing, by physical
menace, another person in fear of imminent bodily injury; or engaging
in sexual contact or sexual penetration without consent.
NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 42-903(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Grounds”
NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. §
42-925

“Any order issued under subsection (1) of section 42-924 may be
issued ex parte to the respondent if it reasonably appears from the
specific facts included in the affidavit that the petitioner will be in
immediate danger of abuse before the matter can be heard on notice.”
NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 42-925

Battery, assault, compelling another person by force or threat of force
to perform an act from which he/she has a right to refrain or to refrain
from an act which he/she has a right to perform; sexual assault;
harassment which shall include but not limited to: stalking, arson,
trespassing, larceny, destruction of private property, carrying a
concealed weapon, injuring or killing an animal; false imprisonment,
unlawful or forcible entry into another's residence if there is
reasonable foreseeable harm.
NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 33.018(1)

Discretion of the Court
NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §
33.020(1)

“If it appears to the satisfaction of the court from specific facts shown
by a verified application that an act of domestic violence has occurred
or there exists a threat of domestic violence, the court may grant a
temporary or extended order.”
NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 33.020(1)

Actually or attempts to do any of the following to the victim: assault,
reckless conduct, criminal threat, sexual assault, interference with
freedom, destruction of property, unauthorized entry, harassment.
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. §173-B:1(I)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. §
173-B:5(I)

“Upon a showing of abuse of the plaintiff by a preponderance of the
evidence, the court shall grant such relief as is necessary to bring
about a cessation of abuse.”
N.H. Rev. Stat. § 173-B:5(I)

Perpetration of one or more of the following by an adult or
emancipated minor on the victim: homicide, assault, terroristic threats,
kidnapping, criminal restraint, false imprisonment, sexual assault,
criminal sexual contact, lewdness, criminal mischief, burglary, criminal
trespass, harassment, stalking.
N.J. STAT. ANN. §2C:25-19(a)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
N.J. STAT. ANN. §2C:2529(a)

“At the hearing the standard for proving the allegations in the complaint
shall be by a preponderance of the Evidence”
N.J. STAT. ANN. §2C:25-29(a)

Any incident by a household member against the other which results
in physical harm, severe emotional stress, bodily injury or assault,
threat causing imminent fear of bodily injury, criminal trespass,
criminal damage to property, repeatedly driving by a residence or
work place, phone harassment, stalking, harassment, harm or
threatened harm to children in all the manners as set above; and any
incident of stalking or sexual assault whether committed by a
household member or not. N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-13-2(C)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Grounds”
or “Probable Cause”
N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 4013-3, 4, 6

An ex parte protective order may be issued if “the court finds
reasonable grounds to believe that the alleged victim or the alleged
victim’s child is in immediate danger of domestic abuse following an
incident of domestic abuse.”
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-13-3.2(A)
“[T]he court shall immediately grant an ex parte temporary order of
protection without bond if there is probable cause from the specific
facts shown by the affidavit or by the petition to give the judge reason
to believe that an act of domestic violence has occurred….”
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-13-4(A)
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CPO Statute

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
Further, “the order may be extended for good cause upon motion of the
protected party for an additional period of time not to exceed six
months.”
N.M. STAT. ANN § 40-13-6(C)

New York
N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 842

Assault, attempted assault by a respondent on his/her current or
former spouse, parent, child or other member of the same family or
household or engaged in disorderly conduct, harassment, stalking,
menacing or reckless endangerment toward any such person.
N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 812(1)

Unspecified,
but see caselaw at right
suggesting
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”

“In order to warrant issuance of protective order under CLS Family Ct
Act Art 8, allegations must be supported by fair preponderance of
Evidence”
Machukas v. Wagner, 246 A.D.2d 840, 667 N.Y.S.2d 817 (1989).
“Family Court's findings of harassment and attempted assault were
supported by preponderance of evidence…”
st
Quintana v Quintana, 237 App Div 2d 130, 654 N.Y.S.2d 27 (1 Dept,
1997).

North Carolina
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 50B-3

North Dakota
N.D. CENT. CODE § 1407.1-02

The commission of one or more of the following acts by a person who
the aggrieved party has had a personal relationship with or to that
person’s minor child: attempting to or intentionally causing bodily
injury, placing the victim in fear of imminent serious bodily injury or
continuous harassment which gives rise to substantial emotional
distress, and rape or a sexual offense.
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 50B -1(a)

Discretion of the Court
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 50B -3

“If the court…finds that an act of domestic violence has occurred, the
court shall grant a protective order restraining the defendant from
further acts of domestic violence.”
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 50B -3(a)

but see caselaw at right,
suggesting “Competent
or Sufficient Evidence”

“There was no competent evidence presented that defendant caused
or attempted to cause bodily injury or committed any sex offense
against a minor child in plaintiff's custody, or that defendant placed a
member of plaintiff's family in fear of (1) imminent serious bodily injury
or (2) continued harassment that rose to such a level as to inflict
substantial emotional distress. Therefore, the trial court's conclusions
of law that defendant committed acts of domestic violence against
plaintiff's minor children were not supported by sufficient findings of
fact, and the trial court erred in issuing the DVPO.”
Burress v. Burress, 672 S.E.2d 732, 735 (N.C. Ct. App. 2009)

Actual or the infliction of fear of physical harm, bodily injury, sexual
activity compelled by physical force, assault, not committed in self
defense, on the complaining family or household members.
N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-07.1-01(2)

Discretion of the Court
N.D. CENT. CODE § 1407.1-02(4)

“Upon a showing of actual or imminent domestic violence, the court
may enter a protection order….”
N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-07.1-02(4)

but see caselaw at right,
suggesting
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”

“[p]arty seeking domestic violence protection order must prove actual
or imminent domestic violence by a preponderance of the evidence.
“Ficklin v. Ficklin, 2006 ND 40, 710 N.W.2d 387 (2006).
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
Ohio
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §
3113.31

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)
Attempting to cause or recklessly causing bodily injury, placing
another person by the threat of force in fear of imminent serious
physical harm, committing an act with respect to a child that would
result in child abuse; committing a sexually oriented offense.
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.31(A)(1)

Evidentiary
Standard?
Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §
3113.31(D)(1)
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §
3113.31(8)(b)
(FOR MODIFICATION OR
TERMINATION OF AN
EXISTING PROTECTION
ORDER)

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
“The court, for good cause shown at the ex parte hearing, may enter
any temporary orders…that the court finds necessary to protect the
family or household member from domestic violence. Immediate and
present danger of domestic violence to the family or household
member constitutes good cause for purposes of this section.
Immediate and present danger includes, but is not limited to, situations
in which the respondent has threatened the family or household
member with bodily harm, in which the respondent has threatened the
family or household member with a sexually oriented offense, or in
which the respondent previously has been convicted of or pleaded
guilty to an offense that constitutes domestic violence against the
family or household member.”
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.31(D)(1)
“The moving party has the burden of proof to show, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that modification or termination of the
protection order or consent agreement is appropriate because either
the protection order or consent agreement is no longer needed or
because the terms of the original protection order or consent
agreement are no longer appropriate.”
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3113.31(E)(8)(b)
“…sufficient evidence supported the trial court's issuance of a civil
protection order based on the finding that the mother was in fear of
imminent serious physical harm and legitimately feared that the father
would abscond with the child to Syria, thereby depriving her of her
parental rights concerning the child. The mother's testimony provided
competent, credible evidence to support a finding that that the father
posed a danger of domestic violence under Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §
3113.31(A)(1).”
Wardeh v. Altabchi, 158 Ohio App. 3d 325, 815 N.E.2d 712 (2004).

Oklahoma
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, §
60.2

Any act of physical harm, or the threat of imminent physical harm
committed by an adult, emancipated minor or minor child (13 years of
age or older) against another adult, emancipated minor or minor child
who are family or household members or who are or where in a dating
relationship. OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, § 60.1(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Sufficient Grounds”
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22,
§ 60.4

“[T]he court shall schedule a full hearing on the petition, if the court
finds sufficient grounds within the scope of the Protection from the
Domestic Abuse Act stated in the petition to hold such a hearing.”
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, § 60.4(B)(1)
“At the hearing, the court may impose any terms and conditions in the
protective order that the court reasonably believes are necessary to
bring about the cessation of domestic abuse against the victim or
stalking or harassment of the victim or the victim’s immediate family….”
OKLA. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, § 60.4(C)(1)
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute

Oregon
OR. REV. STAT. §§
107.710

Pennsylvania
23 PA. STAT. ANN. § 6106

Rhode Island
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 8-8.1-3

South Carolina
S.C. CODE ANN. § 20-4-40

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard

but see caselaw at right,
suggesting
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”

“On the whole, th[e] [Domestic Abuse] Act merely creates an
additional framework through which the court may exercise its long
recognized equitable power to grant restraining and injunctive orders in
extraordinary circumstances. Trial court did not err when it used the
“preponderance of the evidence” test at the November 19 trial.”
Marquette v. Marquette, 686 P.2d 990, 994 (Okla. Civ. App. 1984).

The occurrence of one or more of the following acts between family or
household members: attempting to cause or intentionally, knowingly
or recklessly causing bodily injury, intentionally, knowingly or
recklessly placing another in fear of imminent bodily injury and
causing another to engage in involuntary sexual relations by force or
threat of force. OR. REV. STAT. § 107.705(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
OR. REV. STAT. §
107.710(2)

“The petitioner has the burden of proving a claim under ORS 107.700
to 107.735 [the Family Abuse Prevention Act] by a preponderance of
the Evidence”
OR. REV. STAT. § 107.710(2)

Attempting to cause or intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causing
( with or without a weapon): serious bodily injury, rape, involuntary
deviate sexual intercourse, sexual assault, statutory sexual assault,
aggravated indecent assault, indecent assault or incest; placing
another in reasonable fear of imminent serious bodily injury; false
imprisonment; physically or sexually abusing minor children;
knowingly engaging in a course of conduct or repeatedly committing
acts toward another person, including following the person, without
proper authority under circumstances which place the person in
reasonable fear of bodily injury.
23 PA. STAT. ANN. § 6102

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
23 PA. STAT. ANN. §
6107(a)

“[A] hearing shall be held before the court, at which the plaintiff must
prove the allegation of abuse by a preponderance of the Evidence”
23 PA. STAT. ANN. § 6107 (a)

Any of the following acts committed by a current or former family
member, dating partner, or cohabitant: attempting to cause or causing
physical harm, inducing fear of imminent serious physical harm,
inducing involuntary engagement in sexual relations by force, threat of
force, or duress, stalking or cyberstalking.
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 8-8.1-1(3)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 8-8.14(a)(2)(iii)

Temporary/ex parte protection order may be extended “for good cause
shown and after hearing of argument by the parties or counsel…for an
additional period.”
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 8-8.1-4(a)(2)(iii)

Physical harm, bodily injury, assault, threat of physical harm, any
sexual offences committed against or by a family or household
member.
S.C. CODE ANN. § 20-4-20(a)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
S.C. CODE ANN. § 20-450(a)

“[T]he court may, for good cause shown,…issue an order of protection
if the petitioner proves the allegation of abuse by a preponderance of
the Evidence A prima facie showing of immediate and present danger
of bodily injury, which may be verified by supporting affidavits,
constitutes good cause for purposes of this section.”
S.C. CODE ANN. § 20-4-50(a)
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
South Dakota
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25 10-3

Tennessee
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3605

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)

Evidentiary
Standard?

TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. §
85.001

Utah
UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-7103

Vermont
VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 15, §
1103

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard

Physical harm, bodily injury, attempts to cause physical harm or bodily
injury, infliction of fear of imminent physical harm or bodily injury
between family or household members, any violation of a TPO, and
any crime committed b/w family or household members.
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25 -10-1(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25
-10-5

“Upon notice and a hearing, if the court finds by a preponderance of
the evidence that domestic abuse has taken place, the court may
provide relief.”
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25 -10-5

Inflicting or attempting to inflict physical injury on an adult or minor
intentionally, placing an adult or minor in fear of physical harm,
physical restraint, or malicious damage to the personal property of the
abused party, and inflicting or attempting to inflict harm on pets.
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3-601(1)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Good Cause”
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3605(a)
(FOR EX PARTE ORDER)

“[T]he courts may immediately, for good cause shown, issue an ex
parte order of protection. An immediate and present danger of abuse to
the petitioner shall constitute good cause….”
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3-605(a)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3605(b)
(FOR FINAL ORDER)

Texas
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“[A] hearing shall be held, at which time the court shall either dissolve
any ex parte order that has been issued, or shall, if the petitioner has
proved the allegation of domestic abuse, stalking or sexual assault by a
preponderance of the evidence, extend the order of protection for a
definite period of time….”
TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-3-605(b)

An act by a family or household member against another family or
household member, intended to result in physical harm, bodily injury,
assault or sexual assault, is a threat that reasonably places member
in fear of imminent physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or sexual
assault but does not include any action taken in self defense; abuse
towards a child in the household; and dating violence.
TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 71.004

Discretion of the Court
TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. §
85.001(b)

“If the court finds that family violence has occurred and that family
violence is likely to occur in the future, the court: (1) shall render a
protective order….”
TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 85.001(b)

Intentionally or knowingly causing or attempting to cause a cohabitant
physical harm or intentionally or knowingly placing a cohabitant in
reasonable fear of imminent physical harm.
UTAH CODE ANN. § 78B-7-102(1)

Unspecified

“The trial court, after conducting several hearings concerning Bailey's
petition, concluded by a preponderance of the evidence that Bayles
had “been stalking [Bailey] by intentionally or knowingly engaging in a
course of conduct directed at [Bailey] that would cause a reasonable
person to suffer emotional distress herself.””
Bailey v. Bayles, 18 P.3d 1129, 1130 (Utah Ct. App. 2001)

The occurrence of one or more of the following acts between family or
household members: attempting to cause or causing physical harm,
placing another in fear of imminent serious physical harm, child
abuse, stalking, and sexual assault.
VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 15, § 1101(1)

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 15, §
1103(b)

but see caselaw at right,
suggesting
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”

”The plaintiff shall have the burden of proving abuse by a
preponderance of the Evidence”
VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 15, § 1103(b)
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
Virginia
VA. CODE ANN. § 16.1279.1

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)
Domestic violence is referred to as Family abuse. It means any act
involving violence, force or threat including but not limited to, any
forceful detention, which results in bodily injury or places one in
reasonable apprehension of bodily injury.
VA. CODE ANN. § 16.1-228

Evidentiary
Standard?
Unspecified,
but see caselaw at right
suggesting Discretion of
the Court
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Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
“In cases of family abuse, the court may issue a protective order to
protect the health and safety of the petitioner and family or household
member of the petitioner.
VA. CODE ANN. § 16.1-279.1(A)
Order may be issued if the court finds the petitioner in “reasonable fear
of immediate, serious bodily harm.”
Martin v. Martin, No. 2740-01-2, 2002 Va. App. LEXIS 350 (Ct. of
Appeals, June 18, 2002)

Washington
WASH. REV. CODE ANN.
§§ 26.50.020

West Virginia
W. VA. CODE §§ 48-27-305
& 48-27-501

Wisconsin
WIS. STAT. § 813.12

Physical harm, bodily injury, assault or the infliction of fear of
imminent physical harm, bodily injury or assault between family or
household members, sexual assault of one family or household
member by another, stalking of one family or household member by
another family or household member.
WASH. REV. CODE § 26.50.010(1)

Unspecified
“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
WASH. REV. CODE §
26.50.060(3)
(TO DEFEAT PETITION FOR
RENEWAL)

“[I]f the petitioner has petitioned for relief on his or her own behalf or on
behalf of the petitioner’s family or household members or minor
children, and the court finds that the respondent is likely to resume acts
of domestic violence against the petitioner…when the order expires,
the court…may enter a permanent order of protection.”
WASH. REV. CODE § 26.50.060(2)
“The court shall grant the petition for renewal unless the respondent
proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent will not
resume acts of domestic violence against the petitioner or the
petitioner's children or family or household members when the order
expires.”
WASH. REV. CODE § 26.50.060(3)

Between family or household members: attempting to cause or
intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causing physical harm to another
with or without dangerous or deadly weapons; placing another in
reasonable apprehension pf physical harm; creating fear of physical
harm by harassment, psychological abuse or threatening acts;
committing either sexual assault or sexual abuse; holding, confining,
detaining or abducting another person against that person's will.
W. VA. CODE § 48-27-202

“Preponderance of the
Evidence”
W. VA. CODE § 48-27501(a)

“Upon final hearing, the court shall enter a protective order if it finds,
after hearing the evidence, that the petitioner has proved the
allegations of domestic violence by a preponderance of the Evidence”
W. VA. CODE § 48-27-501(a)

Domestic abuse is when one or more of the following occurs between
adult family or household members or dating partners: intentional
infliction of physical pain, physical injury or illness; intentional
impairment of victim's physical condition; property destruction and
threat to engage in any of the mentioned acts; sexual contact or
intercourse w/o consent.
WIS. STAT. §813.12(1)(am)

Discretion of the Court
Based on the Finding of
“Reasonable Grounds”
WIS. STAT. §
813.12(3)(a)(2)

“The judge or circuit court commissioner finds reasonable grounds to
believe that the respondent has engaged in, or based upon prior
conduct of the petitioner and the respondent may engage in, domestic
abuse of the petitioner.
WIS. STAT. §813.12(3)(a)(2)
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Standards of Proof for Domestic Violence Civil Protection Orders (CPOs) By State
CPO Statute
Wyoming
WYO. STAT. ANN. § 35-21103

Definition of Domestic Violence (DV)
Physical abuse, threat or attempt thereof or acts which unreasonably
restrain the personal liberty of any household member, placing a
household member in reasonable fear of imminent physical harm or
causing a household member to engage involuntarily in sexual activity
by force, threat of force or duress.
WYO. STAT. ANN. § 35-21-102(a)(iii)

Evidentiary
Standard?
Unspecified

6/2009

Language referring to Evidentiary Standard
“Upon the filing of a petition for order of protection, the court shall: (i)
Immediately grant an ex parte temporary order of protection if it
appears from the specific facts shown by the affidavit or by the petition
that there exists a danger of further domestic abuse…”
WYO. STAT. ANN. § 35-21-104(a)(i)
“Upon finding that an act of domestic abuse has occurred, the court
shall enter an order of protection ordering the respondent household
member to refrain from abusing the petitioner or any other household
member.”
WYO. STAT. ANN. § 35-21-105(a)
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